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Abstract
Internationalization process theories have been dominated by the Uppsala theory and the new venture theory: they provide explanations for slow international growth by mature firms and fast international growth by young firms, but fail to consider other combinations of age and speed. This article sketches a 2*2 matrix and explores the performance differentials of four internationalisation patterns. Building on early empirical evidence from the retailing industry (1998-2004), the combination of young and slow internationalization is preferable to other options, while a young age is generally more likely to yield internationalization performance than any combination of mature internationalization with slow or accelerated speed.
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Resumen
La literatura sobre el proceso de internacionalización ha sido ampliamente dominada por la teoría de Uppsala y la teoría de New Ventures: Ambas teorías contribuyen a explicar el lento crecimiento internacional por parte de las empresas maduras y el rápido de las empresas jóvenes. Sin embargo, tales teorías no tienen en cuenta otras posibles combinaciones de edad y velocidad de internacionalización. Este artículo examina las diferencias de rendimiento de cuatro procesos de internacionalización según una matriz 2 * 2. Un primer análisis de datos empíricos de la industria de la gran distribución (1998-2004), sugiere que la combinación empresa joven e internacionalización lenta es preferible sobre las otras opciones posibles. En términos más generales, la internacionalización de las empresas jóvenes permite un rendimiento internacional mayor que el de las empresas más maduras independientemente de la velocidad de internacionalización de estas últimas.

Palabras claves: Rendimiento internacional, Uppsala, teoría de New Ventures, Edad, Velocidad

It has long been accepted that firms’ operations beyond their domestic boundaries enable them to reap the benefits from foreign market engagements and increase profitability (e.g. Barkema & Vermeulen, 1998). However, empirical support for this assumption has been mixed (Tallman & Li, 1996) and the overwhelming literature on the relationship between internationalization and performance has not achieved consensus (see notably Glaum & Oesterle, 2007: 40 Years of Research on Internationalization and Firm Performance: More questions than Answers1). This article is based on some preliminary results drawn from the 1st author’s unpublished dissertation (Cellard-Verdier, 2008) and addresses two of the flaws that have plagued past theoretical and empirical research on the relationship between internationalization and performance.

A first major shortcoming of extant studies results from their static and content-based view of internationalization. Internationalization has often been conceived as the mere degree of “multinationality”, but this does not in itself reflect internationalization as a movement towards foreign markets. Indeed, the recent literature has suggested that it is not the degree that may have an impact on internationalization performance, but the way firms reach this level through time-based considerations (Tallman & Li, 1996; Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002). Consequently internationalization should be operationalized through the patterns of the internationalization process (Wagner, 2004). In this article, we

1. The effects of the degree of internationalization on performance have been found of various natures: negative (Geringer, Tallman & Olsen, 2000), positive (Goerzen & Beamish, 2003, Delios & Beamish, 1999; curvilinear (Lu & Beamish, 2001; Daniels & Bracker, 1989) and even S-Curve (Lu & Beamish, 2004).
examine the internationalization age and internationalization speed of firms in the worldwide retailing industry. Specifically, we demonstrate that Uppsala-based incremental and new venture internationalization processes—the two most influential models in the literature—only reflect two extreme ways of internationalization: a fast international growth preferred by young firms and a slow international growth typically undertaken by mature firms. However, restricting an analysis to these prototypical strategies fails to include two other alternatives, which may also prove successful: a fast international growth by mature firms and a slow international growth by young firms. By combining the two time-related dimensions of internationalization age and internationalization speed, we sketch a 2*2 matrix that should be conceived as a first step towards developing a full-fledged typology (Doty & Glick, 1994).

A second shortcoming in the literature concerns the definition of performance outcomes. Facing the general paucity of clear performance variables in the literature, authors have taken indicators such as ROA, ROS, and ROE (Daniels & Bracker, 1989; Kumar, 1984, Lu & Beamish, 2001), as well as market-based measures such as Beta and risk-adjusted returns (Buhner, 1987; Collins, 1990; Goerzen & Beamish, 2003). However, many of these indicators are not directly applicable to new ventures in their early stages of internationalization (Pangarkar, 2008) as their emphasis is on entering multiple markets quickly (Oviatt & McDougall, 1995). On one side, many market measures may not be applicable to small firms since many are not listed on stock exchanges. On the other side, being early in the stage of internationalization, new venture firms might place strong emphasis on sales growth and an analytical focus on their profitability underestimates their true performance. Therefore, we define growth here as the relative yearly increase in foreign sales, an indicator which has been used quite consistently across a variety of studies (e.g. Cavusgil & Zou, 1994; Chandler & Hanks, 1993; Delmar, Davidsson & Gartner, 2003).

Empirical evidence based on qualitative insights and selected descriptive statistics from the retailing industry 1998-2004 shows that high performing retailers do not necessarily follow one of the two internationalization patterns as predicted by the incremental ‘Uppsala’ and new venture processes, but reflect the two under-explored alternative patterns. Incidentally or deliberately, WAL-MART and CARREFOUR, the two undisputed leaders in the industry, illustrate these two patterns. In the remainder of this article we conceptually develop and illustrate this 2*2 matrix. As a result, the comparison of the four patterns of internationalization opens new avenues for both theoretical and empirical research and also provides valuable insights for managers involved in the internationalization processes of their firms.

Two theories but four internationalization patterns

While various streams of research have investigated the nature of foreign market entry, incremental internationalization and accelerated early cross-border engagements have come to form the dominant paradigms in internationalization process research (Zahra, 2005). The first, the so-called Uppsala, or internationalization stage school, purports that firms enter into markets gradually, once they have established their home base (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977, 1990; Bilkey & Tesar, 1977). In contrast, the so-called international new venture theory suggests that firms adopt an accelerated foreign market entry process right from inception (Oviatt & McDougall, 1994). Both theoretical approaches have provided succinct explanations on the process of foreign market entry. Yet, none has sufficiently explained the underlying differences in the manner in which firms establish and consolidate their competitive advantage and their differential (and often paradoxical) impact on performance (Zahra, 2005; Sapienza, Autio, George & Zahra, 2006). Table 1 summarizes the major differences and commonalities between the two most influential models in the literature.

Incremental internationalization. Incremental internationalization process theory builds on knowledge accumulation and experience. It incorporates several related approaches, which are similar in their explanatory power. The Uppsala internationalization model (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977; Johanson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1975) and the innovation-related internationalization model (Bilkey & Tesar, 1977), both contend that firms become international in a slow and incremental process with a limited number of targeted geographic markets. To explain internationalization across countries, authors hypothesize that firms have to compensate between market knowledge, resource dependency, and uncertainty. The internationalization of a firm is described as being necessarily path-dependent based on prior knowledge acquisition. Thus, internationalization is a process built upon the reduction of uncertainty by knowledge accumulation. Knowledge of the firm increases with time and experience so that firms choose an incremental pattern of internationalization, gradually seizing opportunities on a country-by-country basis. All in all, a strong underlying assumption of the gradualist approach is that firms initiate their first international entry once they have a strong domestic market base, i.e., at an older age. Internationalizing at an older age supposes building on the refer-

---

2. Given the focus of this Special Issue of Management International, we purposefully frame the contest between Uppsala and born-global approaches. Of course, we fully acknowledge that several alternative theories are highly referenced and established as demonstrative for firms engaged in internationalization, including notably Dunning’s eclectic paradigm (1977, 2001). Ethier’s OLI triad (1986), Buckley and Casson’s internalization theory (1976, 2009), transaction cost approaches (Hennart, 1982), strategic behavior approaches (Harrigan 1988 or Kogut, 1992), or else springboard perspectives (Luo and Tung, 2007).
ries were developed, firms have quite often been required significantly since the traditional internationalization theory.

Advantage in foreign markets is gained by exploiting current home-based advantages. The increased level of globalization in many industries may further lessen the perceived risk of entering foreign markets and partly explains the observed increase in the speed of internationalization. Technological innovation aside, the presence of an increasing number of people with international business experience has established new foundations for multinational enterprises (Oviatt & McDougall, 1994). Crick & Jones (2000) found that many firms were set up by managers with previous experience in international markets, who had already dealt with the complexities of international operations, appreciated the risks and resource implications, and even more important, developed a network of customers and contacts on which to build for setting up their own firms. Not surprisingly then, given this criticism, a new theoretical approach has started to develop since the late 1980s. This relates to the establishment of new ventures as firms with an international orientation right from inception (Oviatt & McDougall, 1994, 1995).

New venture internationalization. Due to environmental changes and the limited explanatory potential of the incremental process theory of internationalization, Johanson & Mattson (1988) have pointed out that some firms might follow a different pattern of internationalization than suggested by the stage models. More recently, several authors have emphasized a new phenomenon of small and medium enterprises that are becoming international soon after being founded (Oviatt & McDougall, 2005, 1994; Autio, Sapienza & Almeida., 2000; Remnie, 1993; Knight & Cavusgil, 1996; Madsen & Servais, 1997). This idea gave the impetus for the concepts of “born globals” and “international new ventures” with the latter providing the name for the theory (McDougall, Shane & Oviatt, 1994, Zahra, 2005). This new stream of research started from the definition of international new ventures as “a business organization that, from inception, seeks to derive significant competitive advantage from the use of resources and the sale of output in multiple countries” (Oviatt & McDougall, 1994, p. 49) or “born globals”, defined as firms that have reached at least 25% of foreign sales within three years after establishment (Madsen, Rasmussen & Servais, 2000). The theory of international new ventures mostly relates to these early and rapid internationalization processes. However, internationalizing at an earlier stage involves more risk-taking than the well-established internationalization processes of older firms (Oviatt & McDougall, 1994). This may be due to the fact that new ventures choose to pursue international opportunities aggressively in order to capture capabilities on a global-scale.

The born-global approach presents a unique challenge to incrementalism and stage theory (Oviatt & McDougall, 1994). If internationalization were possible only by knowledge accumulation and experience, then new ventures could not be international and successful from inception. Older firms with the necessary resources and skills that enable investments in learning and thus effective adaptation were clearly in a superior position. Yet those established firms are often subject to structural inertia that prevents or limits their ability to grow quickly abroad (Oviatt & McDougall, 1995). In this vein, internationalizing at an earlier stage may have advantages as compared to an established company whose ability to learn and develop its operations may be limited (Oviatt & McDougall, 1994).

In order to solve the dilemma posed by the inconclusive performance results of both incremental and new venture theory (Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002; Wagner, 2004), researchers have suggested that internationalization should not only be considered from a content but also through a process lens. This includes the rates and patterns by which

---

**TABLE 1**

**Incremental vs. new ventures internationalization processes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INCREMENTAL INTERNATIONALIZATION</th>
<th>NEW VENTURE INTERNATIONALIZATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control, uncertainty avoidance, risk reduction: internationalization is a process built upon knowledge accumulation and experience.</td>
<td>Discovery and innovation: accelerated internationalization in new and unknown territories is based on the development of hitherto non-existing capabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Process:</strong> path dependent and incremental stages of internationalization. Slow and regular process with a limited number of targeted countries. Increasing commitment to foreign markets.</td>
<td><strong>Process:</strong> Speed, irregularity, geographic dispersion. Focuses on the role of entrepreneurs. Risk-taking posture and international experience encourage rapid internationalization at a young age.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
firms organize their internationalization processes and incorporates the notion of time (Jones & Coviello, 2005). Specifically, internationalization processes can be distinguished according to the time elapsed until a firm starts international activities (Reuber & Fischer, 1997; McNaughton, 2000) and we refer to this as internationalization age. Further we relate to the rate at which internationalization occurs as the speed of internationalization (Coviello & Munro, 1997; Jones 1999). Differences in internationalization age and speed of internationalization suggest new ways of accounting for different internationalization processes that are likely to entail performance differentials. By combining those two dimensions, we establish a 2*2 matrix that may enrich theoretical development and invites us to investigate two additional internationalization patterns (see Table 2). In the next sections, we wish to examine the heuristic power of this matrix, i.e., answer the question whether it adds new light to our understanding of firms’ internationalization patterns. To do so, we apply this matrix to the mass grocery retailing industry, and then explore the performance differentials across internationalization patterns.

Internationalization processes in the mass grocery retailing industry

For several reasons, we chose the mass grocery retailing industry as a relevant setting to examine the heuristic power of our matrix. First the pursuit of international development has been a major target for most players in the industry (Hallsworth, 1992, Williams, 1992a, 1992b, Treadgold, 1988, Alexander & Myers, 2000, Dawson, 1994). Second, whereas the Uppsala theory befits all industries, there is no consensus on the applicability context of the international new venture theory. Some authors argue that the international new venture phenomenon is only observable in knowledge-based industries (Burgel & Murray, 2000), while others defend its existence in all industries (Rennie, 1993). Thus, the retailing industry is interesting for examining and comparing the relevance of the two dominant theories of internationalization (Akehurst & Alexander, 1996). Lastly, the retail industry includes a large variation of internationalization ages from one-year old firms to 204 year-old firms and also shows differential rates of internationalization speed.

Our population includes all internationalized companies in the world in the grocery retailing industry, based on exhaustive data from Planet Retail, a leading consulting firm specialized in worldwide retailing. Retailers in the population are active in at least one of the six store formats: supermarkets, hypermarkets and superstores, convenience stores, discount stores, neighborhood stores, and cash and carry. We consulted additional secondary sources such as company websites, the specialized press, sector analyses, biographies, and annual reports to complement our data. We defined international retailers as firms having stores in at least two countries (Dunning, 1989). Former studies have considered firms as being international when they were implanted in at least six countries (Goerzen & Beamish, 2003) but we take the view that young internationalizers cannot be that internationalized at an early stage (Oviatt & McDougall, 2005). Among the 96 international retailers making the population, we selected those who had been present for at least three years in a row in our 7 year period. In sum, we studied 86 international retailers from 1998 to 2004. Two empirical factors suggest that the 1998-2004 time frame is especially relevant for our purpose. First, retailers developed intense international activities during that period (including both entries in and exits out of countries, and growth or decline at the country level). Second, retailers experienced a wide range of variations in their speed of internationalization (i.e., some firms progressed slowly and others rapidly).

Internationalization age. Internationalization age refers to the time taken to begin international activities (Reuber & Fischer, 1997; McNaughton, 2000). Internationalization age was measured by the number of years between a firm’s founding date and its first international sales abroad (Autio et al. 2000). As regards internationalization age, the retailing industry is interesting because retailers are widely distributed according to this variable (Figure 1). The average internationalization age in the population is 59 while 30 is the median.

Some firms begin their internationalization right from inception and others very late in their history. For instance the German company named METRO started its first international outlet in the Netherlands in 1968, four years after its foundation. The Portuguese retailer MODELO CONTINENTE did the same in Brazil in 1989. On the opposite end, another Portuguese retailer, JERONIMO MARTINS, created as early as 1792, and one of the first retailers in the world, started its internationalization very late in 1995 in Poland and in 1997 in Brazil. WAL-MART expanded abroad to Mexico only after 30 years of operations in the US.

Internationalization Speed. Speed is indicative of the rate by which a firm undertakes foreign commitments (Jones & Coviello, 2005). It is a time-based measure representing how fast a firm develops outlets abroad. To measure internationalization speed, we adopted Wagner’s methodology (2004). We defined internationalization speed as the change in the ratio of foreign entities to total entities (Lu & Beamish, 2004) between 1998 -2004. The larger the change over the seven-year period, the higher is the expansion speed. Slow internationalizers are firms that choose a gradual process with a low increase in the ratio of foreign stores to total stores during our period of observation. Fast internationalizers register a high increase of this ratio. Among the 86 retailers and within the period of observation, the means of internationalization speed is 1%. Figure 2 shows an example of both patterns.
Four internationalization processes. Table 2 presents the matrix of internationalization processes with examples of prominent retailers.

Case 1. CARREFOUR (France), ALDI (Germany), METCASH (Australia) and SEVEN & I (Japan) are young internationalizers that pursue a slow internationalization process. For instance, ALDI was created in 1960 and started its internationalization in 1967. In 2004, it was implanted in 14 countries. However, from 1998 to 2004, the ratio of its foreign stores to total stores increased only by 0.84%. This
ratio is low considering that ALDI entered four countries during this period: Luxembourg (1997), Ireland (1999), Australia (2001), and Spain (2002).

Case 2. SCHWARZ (Germany), COOP NORDEN (Scandinavian: Swedish, Norwegian and Danish), VP MARKET (Lithuania) and METRO (Germany) are young internationalizers that pursue a fast internationalization process. METRO was created in 1964 and operated its first international establishment in the Netherlands in 1968. It is implanted in 26 countries and during the period of observation, its ratio of foreign stores to total stores increased by 1.16%.

Case 3. TESCO (UK), TENGELMANN (Germany), DELHAIZE GROUP (Belgium) and EDEKA (Germany) are mature internationalizers that pursue a slow internationalization process. In this category, firms start their first international establishment later and their internationalization follows a slow curve. TESCO started its internationalization at the age of 74 years and its speed is about 0.34% during this period, while its number of countries increases from 7 to 13. This means that TESCO experiments carefully in these new countries.

Case 4. Finally, WAL MART (United States), CASINO (France), AHOLD (The Netherlands) and REWE (Germany) are mature internationalizers that pursue a fast internationalization process. CASINO started its internationalization process at 87. However, its internationalization speed is very high. CASINO increases its foreign presence at a rate of 4.33% during the period. It increases its number of countries by 18 in 7 years.

Interestingly, the two industry leaders, namely CARREFOUR and WAL-MART, have followed completely different internationalization processes, \textit{and do not support the two dominant ones}. CARREFOUR started its internationalization at a young age, and though the number of countries of implantation increased, its foreign stores ratio decreased during this period. Until 2004, CARREFOUR entered 38 countries and only exited two. On the contrary, WAL-MART started its internationalization process rather late at 31 years of age. However, its increase in foreign stores ratio reached almost 3% with only half the number of Carrefour’s countries. While the two cases are not sufficient to build theory, they clearly stir interest in different variants of the internationalization-performance relationship. They also present initial proof that there are viable alternatives to the well-established internationalization paths suggested by both the Uppsala and the new venture schools of thought.

TABLE 2
A matrix of internationalization patterns with examples from retailers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internationalization Speed</th>
<th>Slow</th>
<th>Fast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Young</strong></td>
<td>Case #1: CARREFOUR; SEVEN &amp; I; METCASH ALDI (7 years old, 0.84% internationalization speed)</td>
<td>Case #2 – International New Ventures Theory - SCHWARZ; COOP NORDEN; VP MARKET METRO (5 years old, 1.16% internationalization speed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mature</strong></td>
<td>Case #3 – The Uppsala Theory EDEKA; TENGELMANN DELHAIZE GROUP TESCO (74 years old, 0.34% internationalization speed)</td>
<td>Case #4 – WAL MART; REWE; AHOLD CASINO (87 years old, 4.33% internationalization speed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textbf{Relating internationalization processes and performance}

In this section, we examine whether our matrix of internationalization patterns can yield additional insights on the relationship between internationalization and performance. We define our measure of performance: \textit{international sales growth}, then provide a general proposition relating “age-times-speed” to performance. The interpretations of the results will form part of the major contributions of this article.

\textbf{International sales growth.} Performance relates to expectations about the achievement of firms’ objectives such as profitability and return on investment (Cavusgil & Zou, 1994). However, early internationalizers do not have the opportunity to substantiate these conventional performance outcomes as they have a very limited opportunity to realize their strategy and generate a sustained revenue stream. Conventional measures of performance do not
capture the early intent of these firms, whose short-term objective is to quickly internationalize in multiple markets. Therefore, much of the theoretical literature on new ventures has focused on (international) sales growth (Oviatt and McDougall, 1995, 1994; Bloodgood, Sapienza & Almeida, 1996; Chandler & Hanks, 1993), and some authors have even used sales growth to distinguish these entrepreneurial firms from non-entrepreneurial firms (McDougall, Shane & Oviatt, 1994). Sales growth is also widely used by trade publications, industry experts, and venture capitalists (Sapienza et al. 2006). We use international sales growth here as the conventional measure of performance (Cavusgil & Zou, 1994) because it seems better suited to international outcomes of both young and mature internationalizers. International sales are defined as all sales revenues derived from retailers’ international operations. We computed the change in international sales by calculating the relative growth of international sales per year, then averaged the ratio over the period by calculating the mean of the seven years. This procedure is in line with previous studies, which have considered relative sales growth as the best-established measure of growth (Delmar, Davidson & Gartner, 2003).

Age and speed as predictors of international sales growth. Theoretically, incremental and new ventures scholars have provided contrasting explanations regarding age at first international entry and speed of the internationalization process, yet very few studies have been designed to capture and interpret time-related phenomena (Coviello & Jones, 2004). Studies focusing on the relationship between age and growth have their roots in population ecology (Carroll & Hannan, 2000) but very few empirical studies have addressed international contexts (Hannan, Carroll, Dobrev & Han, 1998). Age is known to negatively influence growth and firms that internationalize early are more aware, more capable and more willing to pursue international opportunities (Autio et al., 2000). Moreover, internationalization requires firms to unlearn past routines and learn new ones (Barkema, Shenkar, Vermeulen, Bell, 1997). At a younger age, routines are less established, such that firms are less embedded in their past routines; indeed learning impediments through established routines are lower. Barkema et al. (1997) underlined the difficulty for older firms to unlearn established routines and adopt new ones, due to existing cognitive, political, and relational constraints. The older the firm, the more established are the routines and practices, and the higher is the level of organizational inertia (Hannan & Freeman, 1984). Structural inertia arguments imply that younger firms are more likely to dynamically participate in the internationalization process than older firms (Autio et al., 2000). Finally, the liability of senescence of older firms indicates that capabilities exhibit an increasing misalignment with the environment and are resistant to change over time (Hannan, 1998). Therefore, all of these convergent lines of thought suggest that growth should be higher at a younger age.

That said, our setting is different as we are interested in the interaction effect between internationalization age and internationalization speed on international sales growth. In principle, the speed of internationalization should limit the time frame to transfer, accumulate and generate knowledge. According to the organizational learning tradition, an increasing speed of internationalization would lead to increasing difficulties of internationalization arrangements since it reduces time for adaptation, generation of knowledge and development of absorptive capacity (Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002). Therefore, based on age-related liabilities and speed constraints, we offer the following proposition:

International sales growth will be relatively higher for young internationalizers at a low speed, relatively lower for late internationalizers at a high speed, and moderate [read: in-between these two extremes] for young internationalizers at high speed and late internationalizers at low speed.

Methodological Overview. The findings that we shall report in the next paragraphs are part of a larger research program (Cellard-Verdier, 2008). Consequently, we wish to provide an overview of the control variables and statistical methods employed. As mentioned earlier, the population includes observations for 86 firms, each computed in their respective country implantations over seven years (1998-2004).

Since several variables might affect the hypothesized relationships between age, speed and international sales growth, we included six controls: company size, market scope, country scope, competitive intensity, international experience, and exit. Company size was measured by the logarithm of a firm’s total sales over the period. Market scope corresponds to a company’s degree of diversification. Measured by the number of formats of worldwide implantation, it is likely to be negatively related to performance (Delios & Beamish, 1999). Country scope represents the number of countries of implantation (Vermeulen & Barkema, 2002), and researchers formerly showed that performance increases with the number of countries (Tallman et Li, 1996, Goerzen et Beamish, 2003). We also considered the competitive intensity measured by the firm-level Herfindahl–Hirschman Index (HHI). International experience measures for how long a firm has been established abroad. The positive effect of international experience on performance has largely been investigated (Madhok, 1996). However, as international experience increases, it may lead to a firm’s lock-in, since it supports mature age-related liabilities. Lastly, we control for exit. Exit can be either dissolution, i.e. closure of an existing business in a country, closure, or divestiture, i.e. the sale of this business (Li, 1995). Researchers previously showed that performance is negatively related to exits, since firms exit from a country if performance is low (Montgomery & Thomas 1988).

Alternative sets of hypotheses predicting both international sales growth but also exit were tested through
Ordinary Least Square multiple regression models on SAS 9.0 and fuller results can be examined elsewhere (Cellard-Verdier, 2008). Below, we wish to report on selected findings in order to solve our initial research question: is there such a thing as one singular internationalization process that would significantly surpass others with respect to international sales growth?

**Findings and contributions**

Given our conceptualization of the 2*2 matrix of internationalization processes, and the broad formulation of our guiding proposition, we start with a visual representation of the interaction effects of international age and speed on international sales growth (Figure 3).

The two slopes indicate the following: whatever their speed of internationalization, younger retailers outperform more mature retailers. This result supports the negative relationship between firms’ internationalization age and their potential international sales growth that has been reported elsewhere (Autio et al., 2000). However, isolating this direct relationship neglects the complex set of internationalization drivers. While former research has suggested that the relationship between internationalization and firm performance is contingent on foreign expansion speed (Wagner, 2004; Barkema & Vermeulen, 1998), our findings provide confirmatory evidence of this moderating effect (Table 3).

Young internationalizers that pursue a slow internationalization process enjoy higher international sales growth rates as compared to young internationalizers that pursue a fast internationalization process. But mature internationalizers that pursue a fast internationalization process reach higher performance results than mature internationalizers that pursue a slow internationalization process. For instance, CARREFOUR and EDEKA both followed a slow internationalization process, but started their first international expansion at different ages. CARREFOUR began its internationalization at a younger age and enjoyed an international growth of 17.74% during the period. In turn, EDEKA started its international expansion at 84 and experienced an international sales growth rate of 1.06%. Among fast internationalizers, METRO and WAL-MART are two well-known firms. METRO internationalized early (5 years old) and enjoyed a 7.99% international sales growth. WAL-MART internationalized at a much older age (30 years old), yet experienced an international sales growth of 38.8%. In short: when a firm starts its internationalization process, it is better to be slow if young, to be fast if old, but it is better to start young anyway!

Behind that evoking yet simplifying slogan, our contributions refer to the existence of alternative performing paths to internationalization. By building on the different combinations of age and speed of internationalization, we not only dealt with the Uppsala and the international new venture theories but also considered the two others

**FIGURE 3**

The two-ways interaction effects

Two-ways interaction Effect: Internationalization age and speed; international growth

---

3. The figures that we provide below should be considered with caution and as illustrative: any example can be the subject of historical events. For instance, during the period (in 1999), CARREFOUR merged with another large but less internationalized French retailer: PROMODES. Consequently, the reported international sales growth would have been larger, had we restricted the analysis to the initial perimeter of CARREFOUR. That said, those nuances do not alter our general argument.
processes. Apart from large and mature internationalizers (case # 3) and small and young new international ventures (case # 2), our findings (preliminary descriptive statistics and correlations) suggest that two other processes (cases # 1 and # 4) yield significantly better internationalization performance outcomes. These two additional patterns of internationalization are illustrated by CARREFOUR and WAL-MART, the two undisputed leaders in the field. Recently, Bell, McNaughton & Young (2001) have talked about so-called “born-again global firms” as those firms that begin a rapid international expansion process after an extensive period of domestic development (case # 4). Our findings further reveal not only born-again global firms like WAL-MART but also firms, that we propose to label “careful-born global” like CARREFOUR (case # 1), which may enjoy higher internationalization outcomes than more established incrementalists and born-globals.

Explaining the performance of CARREFOUR-like “careful-born global”. Fifty years ago, Penrose (1959) argued that a firm’s growth depends on its potential to sense and seize opportunities and to respond to them by reconfiguring its routines. Applied to an international context, a firm’s growth through the expansion of international opportunities would be influenced by its ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure resources and routines to cope with a changing environment. When a firm initiates its first international market entry, it builds routines and rules for change (Guillén, 2002). Internationalizing early generates specialized capabilities for rapid adaptation to the external environment (Sapienza et al., 2006). A slow speed of internationalization provides sufficient time for the firm to better address and experiment with internationalization constraints. These firms take their time to effectively absorb the new complexity, design a suitable organizational structure, and reap the benefits of internationalization while concurrently managing threats and assimilating foreign knowledge (Wagner, 2004). In addition, early internationalizers enjoy some learning advantages of newness (relatively to more mature internationalizers) that can enhance growth (Autio et al., 2000). Taken collectively, the younger the firm at internationalization, the stronger its internationalization efforts for learning (Sapienza, De Clercq & Sandberg, 2005) and for rapid adaptation. Typically, younger international firms see foreign markets as less ‘foreign’ and embryonic routines reduce the time and costs of dynamic capability development (Autio et al., 2000). Internationalization exposes the firm to new exogenous situations (cultural, economical, political, competitive conditions) and new endogenous constellations (reconfiguration of resource allocations) and younger firms often have more time and the necessary attributes to answer them.

Explaining the performance of WAL-MART-like fast and mature internationalizers. Born-again global firms (Bell, McNaughton & Young, 2001) are those firms that begin a rapid international expansion after an extensive period of domestic development. Mature internationalizers have accumulated domestic resources that strengthen their domestic competitive advantage. WAL-MART’s ‘fast and furious’ internationalization strategy during our window of observation is largely based on the leverage of its financial resources and buying power over multinational suppliers. In WAL-MART’s case, there is little doubt that standard resource-based-view (RBV) arguments provide a compelling explanation for its international performance.

In addition, organizational learning theory provides further insight (Forsgren, 1989; March, 1991; Sapienza et al., 2006). For instance, an accelerated speed of internationalization reduces both the time for learning and knowledge transfer. It requires the ability to integrate new environmental settings, which is dependent on the absorptive capacity of firms (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). Absorptive capacity

### TABLE 3

A matrix of internationalization patterns with retailers’ performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Int. Age</th>
<th>Internationalization Speed</th>
<th>Young</th>
<th>Slow</th>
<th>Fast</th>
<th>Mature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case # 1: SEVEN &amp; I; ALDI; METCASH CARREFOUR (17.74% international sales growth)</td>
<td>Case # 2 – International New Ventures theory - SCHWARZ; COOP NORDEN; VP MARKET METRO (7.99% international sales growth)</td>
<td>Case # 3 – The Uppsala Theory TESCO; TENGELMANN DELHAIZE GROUP EDEKA (1.06% international sales growth)</td>
<td>Case # 4 – REWE; CASINO; AHOLD WAL-MART (38.8% international sales growth)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is a dynamic capability pertaining to knowledge creation and utilization to enhance a firm’s competitive advantages. Mature internationalizers rely on home-based and cumulative knowledge acquisition experience to build absorptive capacity. Once sufficient, firms extend market coverage and then benefit from higher positional advantage and legitimacy (Podolny, 1993), which provide them with a solid background to face hazards rate. An initial large stock of resources helps to absorb the negative effects of accelerated international growth, hence overcoming structural inertial forces. Essentially, they rely on the two different sets of absorptive capacity.

First they count on their own domestic consolidated knowledge base that constitutes their potential absorptive capacity, i.e., prior related knowledge to assimilate and use new foreign knowledge input. Second, firms’ rapid and path-breaking internationalization process enables them to overcome their age liabilities by developing dynamic routines for change which constitutes their realized absorptive capacity. Mature firms following a fast internationalization track may then have an increased absorptive capacity (both potential and absorptive) and develop dynamic capabilities that foster international growth rates (Prange & Verdier, 2010).

**Why would born-globals and incrementalists under-perform?** Our third and final contribution relates to the two well-know internationalization processes that seem to be under-performing. In the following, as we did for the two former processes, we elaborate on the reasons that could explain such a low performance.

Born-globals, i.e., young and fast internationalizers often do not have an incubation phase. Managers’ prior experience is often cited as influencing the speed of internationalization (Oviatt & McDougall, 2005) but as firms internationalize early, this experience has often not been sufficiently entrenched. Experience that comes too fast can overwhelm managers leading to an inability to transform experience into meaningful learning (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000). Young and fast internationalizers may face a lack of consolidation capabilities, because permanent exploration of foreign markets requires resources and capabilities that are solely generated in a preceding period of consolidation (Rothaermel & Deeds, 2004). Therefore, new ventures might neglect building capabilities for positional advantage and social embeddedness, i.e., consolidation capabilities (Johanson and Vahlne, 2009; Ellis, 2010). In a fast internationalization process, younger firm’s lack of positional advantage (i.e., status, trust, reputation) and the absence of incipient routines can reduce the growth outcomes. Moreover, firms that set up foreign entities face time compression diseconomies because there are limits to the capacity of absorption (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990). Vermeulen & Barkema (2002: 641) stated that *overload caused by a very high pace reduces a firm capacity to further absorb expansion.* In brief, young internationalizers may sometimes overstretch their absorptive capacity. Eventually, this line of thought is fully consistent with population ecology frameworks and their underlying arguments concerning the liabilities of newness: newly founded firms are more likely to fail because of the scarcity of their initial resources (Freeman, Carroll & Hannan, 1983).

Incrementalists, i.e., mature internationalizers encourage the accumulation of knowledge and experience. They build their internationalization after a period of domestication of their competitive advantage. Therefore, they base their internationalization on home-based knowledge, which they transfer abroad. Competitive advantage in foreign markets is gained by exploiting current home-based knowledge. Accordingly the internationalization of mature and slow firms is linked to path-dependent learning and knowledge accumulation through international experience. Subsequently, internationalization is contingent on a given portfolio of knowledge but also on a firm’s potential to reconfigure and deploy them for foreign market entry. Typically, the firm intends to pursue domestic consolidation of knowledge and competitive advantage until it reaches a sufficient level of threshold necessary to support multinational activity (Forsgren, Holm & Johanson, 1995; Tallman & Fladmores-Lindquist, 2002). However, this may also lead to a lock-in for further international opportunities as a firm develops its knowledge in a path-dependent process in which possible future steps are constrained by its history. This is exactly why this cumulative knowledge development that limits feasible paths for internationalization (Knudsen & Madsen, 2002). Eventually, cumulative capability development results in older firms being more static, exhibiting structural inertia (Hannan et al. 1998).

**Limitations and conclusions.** As any research, this one is not without limitations. Notably, our interpretations are based on early findings and more quantitative research is needed to identify the performance consequences resulting from the interaction of international age and internationalization speed. While the reported findings are free from sample selection biases (we consider the entire population of retailers worldwide, whatever their country of origin) and robust after controlling for company size, market scope, country scope, competitive intensity, international experience, and country exit (see the ‘Methodological Overview’ paragraph), several additional variables could be taken into account to fully reflect the subtleties of internationalization patterns. Three of them deserve special scrutiny in further work: the rhythm of international development, conceived as a measure of the (ir)-regularity of international speed; the cultural diversity of the portfolio of countries in which retailers expand; and the firm’s country choices as reflecting its capacity to select (more or less) attractive countries. Also important in longitudinal and evolutionary empirical studies are cohort and period effects (Aldrich & Ruef, 2006), and those effects need to be controlled for if we want to better understand internationalization patterns. Finally, a more in-depth analysis of selected cases of retailers’ inter-
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Nationalization strategies would yield useful insights to our understanding of internationalization patterns, and provide additional robustness to support our results. This would then result in extending the 2x2 matrix into a full-fledged typology (Doty & Glick, 1994).

There are several suggestions for further research. Among the most pertinent avenues is the linkage to recent studies on exploration versus exploitation (March, 1991). Interpreting different processes of internationalization as exploration and exploitation allows for re-examining various combinations, which organizational scholars have recently examined under the label of ambidexterity (Raisch & Birkinshaw, 2008). Only few studies have yet applied an ‘ambidexterity’ approach to an international context (Han, 2005; Barkema & Drogendik, 2007; Luo & Rui, 2009; Prange & Verdier, 2010) so there is ample opportunity to extend the concept beyond its national scope.

In this article, we have established that both young firms following a slow internationalization and mature firms following a rapid internationalization reach higher international sales growth rates than firms following processes as advocated by the Uppsala and international new venture theorists. In a less formal language, and everything else being constant, we would very much like to tell executives and top managers in charge of international expansion that it seems better to proceed slowly if their firm is young, to go fast if their firm is old, and that internationalizing young seems better anyway!
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